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Abstract
Cold metal transfer (CMT)-based wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is a promising method for the production of
large-scale and complex metallic parts because of its high efficiency, less heat input and low cost. However, a critical and
common problem with the arc welding processes is the irregular geometry at the beginning and end parts of the bead due
to the ignition and extinction of the arc. Based on experimental investigations of the irregularities and different possible
optimization methods, an improvement strategy consisting of configurations with a varying travel speed and an extra return
path is presented in this paper. Experimental results show that this strategy can effectively enhance the geometric accuracy
at the beginning and end parts of different single beads. In the manufacturing of a thin-wall part and a multi-pass cladding,
the improvement of geometric accuracy has also been achieved by this strategy.

Keywords Improvement strategy · Bead start · Bead end · Bead geometric accuracy · WAAM · GMAW

1 Introduction

Wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is increasingly
popular for the low-cost and rapid manufacture of large and
complex metallic components due to its high deposition rate
and material efficiency [1, 2]. Cold metal transfer (CMT) is
a modified gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process which
provides a controlled material deposition mode through
its innovative wire feed and digital control system [3, 4].
Because of its low heat input and nearly zero spatter [5], the
application of CMT in WAAM has gained a lot of attention.
Ayarkwa et al. [6] have investigated the effect of the process
parameters of CMT in aluminum WAAM and found that the
key factor for wall dimensions is the ratio of the wire feed
speed (WFS) to the travel speed (TS). Ali et al. [7] analyzed
the influence of the arc energy and the thermal field on the
resulting mechanical properties and microstructure of the
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hot work tool steel in CMT-based WAAM. In [8], different
wire electrodes were tested to study the influence of the
composition of the filler metal on the thin-wall parts of a
nickel alloy made by CMT.

For WAAM systems, it is important to achieve not only
an efficient production but also a high geometric accuracy
of the fabricated parts [9, 10]; thus, many studies have
been conducted to increase the geometric accuracy of the
process. Based on a thermally scanned material deposition
control method, Kwak and Doumanidis [11] investigated
the regulation of the bead width in GMAW-based WAAM.
In order to improve the stability of the layer height in the
process, Xiong and Zhang [12] designed an adaptive control
system to maintain constant the distance between the nozzle
and the top surface. Zhao et al. [13] proposed a unit block–
based process planning strategy to improve the surface
accuracy in WAAM for a complex shell-shaped component.
In [14], subtractive manufacturing was integrated with
WAAM for better accuracy of the geometry. Meanwhile,
dimensional irregularities at the beginning and end parts
of the weld bead degrade the final geometric accuracy
of the WAAM parts and lead to more material being
removed in post-processing, especially for the WAAM
multi-layer depositions, where the accumulated geometric
errors were demonstrated to become very significant [15].
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The accumulation of excessive material in the arc ignition
phase results in a hump at the beginning of the weld
bead, while a crater at the end of the bead would be
formed due to the lack of melted material in the arc
extinction phase. Therefore, improvement strategies should
be developed to deal with the geometric irregularities at
the beginning and end parts of beads [16]. An effective
strategy can be significantly useful for the WAAM multi-
layer depositions in reducing accumulated geometric errors,
it can also be applied in the classical arc welding processes
(e.g., cladding) for a more regular geometry [17]. However,
in the field of WAAM research, few solutions to this
problem have been reported. Considering the geometric
instability at the beginning and end parts of the bead,
Ding et al. [18] proposed a more continuous planning of
the deposition path to avoid frequent arc ignitions and
extinctions. Xiong et al. [19] enhanced the process stability
by applying a vision-sensing and bead geometry control
system in GMAW-based WAAM, but the system was not
able to improve the geometric accuracy at the beginning
and the end parts of the deposited beads. Similarly, in laser
metal wire deposition, Heralić et al. [20] developed an on-
line control system to optimize the regularity of the width
and height of the bead, while hand-tuned sequences were
used instead of the proposed controller at the beginning and
end parts of the bead.

In this paper, three different optimization methods, (1) a
special 2-step mode of CMT, (2) varying TS configurations,
and (3) an extra return path, will be introduced first
(Sections 3.1–3.3) and then investigated in experiments
to address the dimensional irregularities at the beginning

and end parts of single beads (Sections 4.1–4.3). Based
on the experimental results, the optimal method for the
beginning part (varying TS configurations) and the most
effective method for the end part (extra return path) are
selected and combined to build a complete improvement
strategy. With different combinations of process parameters
tested, the strategy is demonstrated to effectively enhance
the geometric accuracy at the beginning and end parts
of different single beads (Section 4.4). Furthermore, the
strategy is applied in the manufacturing of a thin-wall part
and a multi-pass cladding, and their geometric accuracy is
also improved (Section 4.5).

2 Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental
setup. The robot control cabinet connects a CMT welding
power source (Fronius TPS320i) and an ABB IRB8700
robot. Based on the program input from an external
computer, the control cabinet coordinates both the motions
of the robot and the CMT process. With the mounted
welding torch, the robot is used to implement the deposition
path. The material of the consumable wire electrode is
the high strength steel ER100 (according to American
Welding Society (AWS) Standards A5.28 or G 69 6 M21
Mn4Ni1.5CrMo according to ISO 16834) with a diameter
of 1.2 mm. The nominal chemical composition of the wire
(in wt.%) is provided in Table 1. It should be noticed
that the deposit composition also depends on the dilution
and reaction gas-pool, thus a variation of the deposited

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the
experimental setup
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Table 1 Nominal chemical composition of the wire material ER100

Element C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo P S V Ti Zr Al Cu Fe

wt.% 0.08 0.54 1.66 0.25 1.58 0.47 0.007 0.01 0.002 0.05 0.001 0.002 0.14 Bal.

material’s composition is expected during the fabrication.
A gas mixture of Ar (85%) and CO2 (15%) with a flow
rate of 18 L/min is used for shielding. Weld beads are
deposited on the substrate, which is made of mild steel
S235, 200 mm long, 150 mm wide, and a height of 20
mm. Before the deposition, the substrate is sandblasted to
remove the oxides and to maintain a good and consistent
surface quality. During the deposition process, the torch is
held perpendicular to the substrate, and the nozzle-to-plate
distance is kept at 15 mm. The deposited beads will be
sandblasted again for the measurement by an optical 3D
scanner (ATOS Triple Scan), which is employed to measure
quickly and accurately the deposited beads’ geometry.
Figure 2 presents a typical cross-sectional profile of a weld
bead; the two geometric parameters width (W ) and height
(H ) are taken to characterize the geometry of the bead.

3Methodology

Figure 3 shows a typical weld bead deposited by the
standard mode of CMT (without improvement strategy,
WFS = 7.5 m/min, TS = 13 mm/s), and a 3D scan of its
beginning and end parts. At the beginning part, TS increases
from zero to the standard value and the welding source
takes more power than steady state to initiate the arc, so
that more material is melted and deposited. Moreover, the
beginning part has poor wetting on the substrate because
of the substrate’s lower temperature, which prevents the
deposited material from being well spread. Therefore, the
accumulated material at the beginning part produces a hump
which is generally higher and wider than the stable middle
part (Fig. 3a). At the end part, the arc and wire feed
are terminated, during which the behavior of the process

Substrate

W

H

Fig. 2 Illustration of single bead geometry

varies sharply from moment to moment, thus creating
very unsteady temperature and fluid flow fields [21].
Consequently, a slope-shape crater is formed gradually at
the end part due to the lesser amount of material being
deposited and the flowing of the melted metal (Fig. 3b).
Beads with the geometric errors of similar dimensions have
also been reported in other studies [6, 22].

In this study, the torch travel distance for each bead
deposition is fixed at 100 mm (i.e., the bead’s deposition
length), and the travel direction is set in the direction of the
Y -axis of the coordinate system of the deposition (i.e., Y =
0 for the beginning of the path and Y = 100 for the
end of the path). The overall length of the bead would be
slightly greater than 100 mm due to the bead’s spreading
at the beginning and end of the deposition path. A set of
preliminary experiments were carried out to identify the
general length of the irregularities at the beginning and end
of the bead, with different process parameters (WFS and
TS). Based on the preliminary experiments, the first 15 mm
of the torch displacement (Y ∈ [0, 15]) is defined as the
beginning part and the last 15 mm was taken as the end part
(Y ∈ [85, 100]). Different methods are presented in this
section with the goal of reducing the geometric irregularities
at the beginning and end parts of the bead (i.e., rendering
W and H more uniform). In all experimental tests of the
methods, the standard values of the WFS and TS were kept
constant (WFSs=7.5 m/min, T Ss=13 mm/s) in order to
compare the resulting improvement in the geometry with
the bead deposited by the standard mode of CMT with
the same parameters (shown in Fig. 3). It should be noted
that in the experiments the actual WFS varies from its set
value, this problem cannot be eliminated but is mitigated by
keeping the process configuration identical (shielding gas,
wire material, nozzle-to-plate distance, substrate’s size and
its surface treatment). The variation of actual WFS is limited
to a small range (set value ± 0.3 m/min) to obtain stable and
repeatable depositions with the same set WFS.

3.1 Special 2-stepmode of CMT

In the welding source of the CMT, based on the given
data (wire material and diameter, welding mode, type of
shielding gas), the welding voltage and current parameters
are automatically adjusted to their standard values according
to the user input WFS to obtain a stable and continuous
metal transfer. Meanwhile, welding source of the CMT
offers an extra optional special 2-step mode to deal with the
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Fig. 3 Geometry of the beginning and end parts of a bead deposited with CMT standard mode (WFSs=7.5 m/min, T Ss=13 mm/s)

instabilities at the start and end of the welding, where the
current could be set differently from the standard values.
Figure 4 gives a comparison of the standard mode of
the CMT and the special 2-step mode through a welding
current (I )-time (t) diagram. In the special 2-step mode,
the beginning welding current (Ib) can be set higher than
the standard value (Is) in percentage (factory setting:
Ib = 135%Is), where more heat is introduced to obtain
a better wetting of the bead. Meanwhile, in order not to
deposit overly excessive material at the beginning part, the
adjustable duration of Ib (tb) needs to be set short to control

Standard
Special 2-step

Fig. 4 Comparison of the standard mode of CMT and the special
2-step mode

the heat input (tb � 0.6 s in this study). With the same
purpose, the transition time from Ib to Is is fixed at its
minimum value: t1 = 0.1 s. At the end of the welding,
unlike the immediate disconnection of the power supply
in the standard mode, the special 2-step mode maintains a
lower end current Ie (Ie = 50%Is in the factory setting) for
a period of te, therefore more material can be deposited at
the end of the bead to fill the crater. From Is to Ie, the linear
descent time t2 is fixed at 0.5 s for a smooth decrease in
energy.

In order to test the effectiveness of the special 2-step
mode of the CMT in improving the bead geometry at the
beginning and end parts, experiments have been carried out
with different combinations of Ib (%) and tb (s) for the
beginning part as well as different combinations of Ie (%)
and te (s) for the end part. Table 2 shows the corresponding
experimental data.

3.2 Varying TS configurations

In wire-arc welding, the ratio WFS/TS determines the
amount of material deposited per unit length, also known
as the area of the cross-section of a single weld bead, as
defined in Eq. (1):

S = π
dw

2

4
× WFS

T S
× 1000

60
(1)



Table 2 Experimental data of the special 2-step mode of CMT

No. Beginning End

Ib (%) tb (s) Ie (%) te (s)

1 120 0.3 50 0.5

2 135 0.3 65 0.5

3 150 0.3 80 0.5

4 165 0.3 95 0.5

5 120 0.4 50 0.6

6 135 0.4 65 0.6

7 150 0.4 80 0.6

8 165 0.4 95 0.6

9 120 0.5 50 0.7

10 135 0.5 65 0.7

11 150 0.5 80 0.7

12 165 0.5 95 0.7

13 120 0.6 50 0.8

14 135 0.6 65 0.8

15 150 0.6 80 0.8

16 165 0.6 95 0.8

Here, S (mm2) represents the bead’s cross-sectional area
and dw (mm) is the diameter of the metal wire. It can be
noted that with WFS (m/min) fixed, varying TS (mm/s) is
able to change the bead geometry. Normally, a single bead is
always deposited with constant WFS and TS, and the bead’s
geometric irregularities at the beginning and end parts
cannot be compensated for. Therefore, an improvement
method through configurations with a TS that varies is
proposed as follows: at the beginning of the deposition, TS
is decreased from a higher value to the standard value; at
the end part, TS is reduced gradually to zero. In this way,
the higher TS at the beginning can lead to depositing less
material, thus avoiding excessive material accumulation,
and the gradual decrease of TS at the end enables more
material to be deposited to fill the crater.

Due to the bead’s flow and spread before the solidifica-
tion, varying TS affects not only the bead geometry at the
torch’s deposition point but also the geometry of the beads
nearby. Thus, in order to avoid influencing the stable geom-
etry of the bead’s middle part, the zones of the variation of
the TS are set to be the first 10 mm and the last 10 mm of the
torch displacement, so as to limit the impact to stay within
the beginning and end parts. These two distance intervals are
determined by the preliminary experimental tests to obtain
the optimal improvement performance. The control of the
TS is achieved by the command of the robot translation
speed: for setting different values of TS, the correspond-
ing displacement vectors of the torch (the robot’s tool) have
to be specified. Consequently, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the
zones of the variation of the TS, at the beginning and end

parts, have each been divided into three smaller sections for
the application of different values of TS: T Sb1 � T Sb2 �
T Sb3 for the beginning part, and T Se1 � T Se2 � T Se3

for the end part. It should be noticed that the illustration
figures of TS in this paper do not reflect the robot accel-
eration and deceleration. Due to the high performance of
the robot employed, all acceleration and deceleration in the
experiments are realized in less than 0.2s, which have very
limited influences on the depositions. The values of TS are
set in percentages with respect to the standard value of TS
in the middle part (T Ss). Different TS configurations were
applied in the experiments to test the performance of geom-
etry improvement. The value of TS for the beginning part
varies within the range of [110%, 130%] and at the end part
it varies within the range of [25%, 75%]. Table 3 presents
the experimental data of the varying TS configurations.

Beginning
Standard

0 3 7 10 90 93 97 100

Torch displacement (mm)

TS (%)

100 %

End

Fig. 5 Illustration of the varying TS configurations



Table 3 Experimental data of the varying TS configurations

No. Beginning End

T Sb1 T Sb2 T Sb3 T Se1 T Se2 T Se3

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 130 130 130 75 75 75

2 130 130 120 75 75 50

3 130 130 110 75 75 25

4 130 120 120 75 50 50

5 130 120 110 75 50 25

6 130 110 110 75 25 25

7 120 120 120 50 50 50

8 120 120 110 50 50 25

9 120 110 110 50 25 25

10 110 110 110 25 25 25

3.3 Extra return path

An extra return path is proposed particularly for dealing
with the geometric errors at the end part of the weld bead.
By adding a return path after the standard bead deposition
(the torch travels a short extra distance in the opposite
direction from the end point), this method can deposit
additional material more uniformly along the direction of
the length of the bead to compensate for the slope-shaped
crater. The welding arc has to be extinguished at the end
point of the standard deposition path and then reignited
at the beginning of the extra return path. Otherwise, if
the arc is kept on, in order to switch the direction of
movement, the robot’s deceleration and reacceleration at
the end point will lead to excessive material accumulation
and thus increasing the geometric irregularities of the bead.
Based on the measurement of the different lengths of the
crater of the bead in the preliminary experiments, the extra
return distance dr (mm) is defined as the distance traveled
by the torch in 1 s during the standard deposition process
(T Ss in mm/s):

dr = T Ss × 1 (2)

It can be seen that the distance interval for the application
of this improvement method varies with the parameter T Ss .

Because of the short cooling time, the crater formed will
already be at a high temperature before the return path, so it
is necessary to reduce the heat input during the return path
to keep the deposition process stable and to mitigate the
resulting differences in the mechanical properties between
the end part and the rest part of the bead. Generally, the WFS
of the return path (WFSr ) is set lower than the standard
value (WFSs) and at the same time a higher return TS
(T Sr ) is applied. Figure 6 illustrates the principle of the
method of the extra return path, where WFSr and T Sr are

expressed in percentages of the standard deposition values.
Different combinations of WFSr and T Sr were tested in
the experiments to identify the optimal configuration for the
end part’s improvement. The experimental data is shown in
Table 4.

3.4 The developed improvement strategy

The results of these experimental investigations of the three
different methods (which will be presented and discussed
in Section 4) show that the varying TS configuration with
T Sb1=130%, T Sb2=120%, and T Sb3=110% is the most
effective in reducing the geometric irregularities at the
beginning part of the bead, while the extra return path with

0 100

Torch displacement (mm)

TS (%)
Standard
Return

100 % >
<

Arc on
Arc off

0 100

Torch displacement (mm)

WFS (%)

100 % >
<

Fig. 6 Illustration of the extra return path



Table 4 Experimental data of the extra return path

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

T Sr (%) 110 110 110 110 120 120 120 120 130 130 130 130 140 140 140 140

WFSr (%) 50 60 70 80 50 60 70 80 50 60 70 80 50 60 70 80

T Sr=120%, WFSr=70%, and an additional arc holding
time of 0.9 s at the end of the return path produces the
most regular geometry at the end part. Therefore, these two
methods are combined as a complete strategy to improve
the geometric accuracy at the beginning and end parts of
the bead. Figure 7 provides an illustration of the resulting
improvement strategy.

4 Results and discussion

Along the length of the deposited bead (in the direction of
the Y -axis), the bead’s W and H are measured every 0.5
mm through the use of the 3D scanner. In order to analyze
the geometric accuracy of the beginning and end parts of
the bead, the index Em (%) is introduced to calculate in
percentage the mean error between the stable W or H of the
middle part and the W or H measured at the beginning/end
part:

Em = 1

N

N∑

i=1

(
|Xi − Xmiddle|

Xmiddle

) × 100% (3)

0

TS (%)

100

Arc on
Arc off
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Torch displacement (mm)
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the developed improvement strategy

Here, N represents the number of measurements of W or
H at the beginning/end part, Xi (mm) is the measured
value of W or H , and Xmiddle (mm) is the mean value of
W or H at the middle part (Wmiddle, Hmiddle). Figure 8
shows the measurement results of the beginning and end
parts deposited with the standard mode of CMT (WFSs=7.5
m/min, T Ss=13 mm/s, the geometry scanned is shown in
Fig. 3), where the Em of the W and H are respectively
5.81% and 11.09% at the beginning part, and 4.20% and
18.00% at the end part. It can be noted that for both
parts, the irregularity of the height is more significant than
that of the width: the width has a larger area of stability
(Y ∈ [5, 98.5] for the presented case), and the end part’s
width is already very stable (Em−W < 5%) while the crater
at the end part results in the most severe height error
(Em−H > 15%).

4.1 Performance of the special 2-stepmode of CMT

The experimental results indicate that the special 2-step
mode of CMT can not increase the geometric accuracy of
the bead at the beginning part, but instead aggravated the
geometric irregularities. All 16 combinations of parameters
(Ib − tb) produce larger Em in both W and H than
the bead deposited with the standard mode of CMT.
Figure 9-1a presents one of them deposited by Ib=135%
and tb=0.5 s, where the Em of the W and H are
7.36% and 12.27%. The special 2-step mode improves the
wetting at the beginning part because of its higher current,
meanwhile, the higher current also brings higher melting
rate of the wire and makes more material get deposited,
thus causing the material accumulation to become more
severe.

At the end part, the special 2-step mode is demonstrated
to be able to increase the regularity of the bead height: the
best result Em−H =11.25% is obtained by the combination
Ie=65% and te=0.6 s (shown in Fig. 9-1b). However, since
this mode starts to operate only after the torch arrives at
the end of the path, the deposited material is gathered at
the final point of the deposition (Y = 100) and does not
uniformly fill the crater along the direction of the length of
the bead, thus the width of the end is considerably increased
and the resulting irregularity in the width becomes worse
than for the standard mode, Em−W =9.44% for the bead
in Fig. 9-1b.



a) Measurment of the beginning part b) Measurment of the end part

Fig. 8 Measurement of the beginning and end parts of the bead deposited with the standard mode of CMT (WFSs=7.5 m/min, T Ss=13 mm/s)

4.2 Performance of the varying TS configurations

According to the experimental results, the torch’s accelera-
tion within the beginning part effectively reduces the mate-
rial accumulation: the most regular geometry is obtained by
the parameters T Sb1=130%, T Sb2=120%, and T Sb3=110%,
which was therefore chosen as part of the improvement
strategy for the beginning part of the bead. Figure 9-2a
presents the improved beginning part: the Em of W and H

are decreased to 3.92% and 4.85%, respectively.
Nevertheless, at the end part, the varying TS configura-

tions do not increase the bead geometric accuracy as well as
at the beginning part. Among the experiments, the resulting
geometries of the end part of the bead are similar to those
achieved in the special 2-step mode: the material is overly
gathered due to the lower TS, thus leading to the over-width
of the end part of the bead, while the compensation for the
height is not sufficient. One example of the described geom-
etry is shown in Fig. 9-2b for the end part compensated
with T Se1=75%, T Se2=50%, and T Se3=25%, where Em−H

is improved to 10.62% but the Em−W is increased to 9.09%.

4.3 Performance of the extra return path

On the basis of the experiments conducted, the extra return
path is able to significantly enhance the geometric accuracy
at the end part of the bead. Among all the 16 combinations
of parameters tested, the optimal improvement is obtained
by T Sr=120% and WFSr=70%. Figure 9-3a presents the
geometry realized: Em of H is decreased to 7.05% while
the width is kept stable (Em−W = 4.58%). Through the
proposed method, the crater at the end of the bead is
filled uniformly: the higher TS and lower WFS reduce
both the deposition rate and the heat input, thus ensuring
a stable geometry. However, the area near the end of the

torch’s return path is still found to be slightly lower and
narrower than the stable middle part (example circled in
red in Fig. 9-3a) in the experiments. Extra experiments
were carried out to resolve this problem by adding an arc
holding time: when the torch reaches the end of the return
path, instead of being extinguished immediately, the arc
is kept on for an additional 0.9 s to fill in more material
(The value of 0.9 s is determined by extra experiments,
which makes the best compensation for the target area).
The resulting end part is shown in Fig. 9-3b, where the
regularity of the height is further enhanced to Em−H =5.38%
and a stabler width is achieved (Em−W =3.26%). Thus, this
method with its optimal configuration identified is included
in the improvement strategy for the end part of the bead.

4.4 Validation tests of the developed improvement
strategy

The improvement strategy (illustrated in Fig. 7) is developed
by combining the two best methods in increasing the
geometric accuracy respectively for the bead’s beginning
part (Fig. 9-2a) and for the bead’s end part (Fig. 9-3b).
Figure 10 shows the measurement results of the beginning
and end parts of the bead deposited with the developed
improvement strategy. The standard WFS and TS of the
deposition have been also set to the same values as the
bead deposited with only the standard mode of the CMT.
Compared to the measurement results shown in Fig. 8, at the
beginning part, the strategy effectively reduces the maxima
of the W and H and enhances the dimensional stability:
Em−W and Em−H are decreased to 3.64% and 5.06% while
the corresponding values are 5.81% and 11.09% in the
deposition without improvement. At the end part, the crater
is almost filled to a flat surface (Em−H dropped from 18.00
to 4.89%) while the regularity of the width is maintained



Fig. 9 Improvements yielded by
the three different methods
tested
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(Em−W is respectively 3.71% and 4.20% for the deposition
with and without the improvement strategy).

During the development of the strategy, the standard
process parameters were fixed (WFSs=7.5 m/min and T Ss

=13 mm/s). Therefore, more experiments were conducted
to test the strategy’s robustness by depositing single beads
with different combinations of WFSs and T Ss . Table 5
shows the experimental data of these tests. The values
of WFSs were set to lie within the range of [6.5, 10.0]

(m/min) and the T Ss was varied within [10.00, 16.66]
(mm/s). The limits of the WFSs and T Ss are determined
by preliminary experiments for ensuring stable deposition
of beads. As the actual WFS varies from its set value, the
WFSs and Is represent the mean values of the measured
WFS and current of the standard mode, the measurement
is provided by the welding source. Figure 11 gives the
Em of W and H at the beginning and end parts of the
different beads deposited in the tests. It can be noted that



a) Beginning part b) End part

Fig. 10 Measurement of the beginning and end parts of the bead deposited with the improvement strategy (WFSs=7.5 m/min, T Ss=13 mm/s)

Table 5 Experimental data for testing the developed improvement strategy

No. test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Values set WFSs (m/min) 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 9.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

T Ss (mm/s) 10.00 13.33 16.66 10.00 13.33 16.66 10.00 13.33 16.66 10.00 13.33 16.66

Values measured WFSs (m/min) 6.3 6.2 6.3 7.7 7.7 7.6 9.0 9.1 9.3 10.2 10.1 10.2

Is (A) 194 188 194 233 233 230 259 261 263 284 281 283

No. test No. test

a) Mean geometric errors at the beginning part b) Mean geometric errors at the end part

Fig. 11 Tests of the robustness of the developed improvement strategy with different parameters from Table 5



a) Without improvement strategy b) With improvement strategy

Z

YX
10 mm

Z

YX 10 mm

Measured height

Effec�ve height=17.52 mm

Measured height

Effec�ve height=19.95 mm

Fig. 12 Thin-wall parts and the corresponding height measurements

the improvement strategy ensures dimensional stability at
both the beginning and end parts of the beads (maximum
Em < 8% for both W and H ), thus improving the overall
geometric accuracy. While maintaining the bead width
stable at the beginning and end parts, the developed strategy
is demonstrated to be effective in reducing the geometric
irregularity of the bead’s height, particularly at the end part:
the maximum Em−H is less than 7.1% due to the uniform
filling of the crater. Therefore the developed improvement
strategy is demonstrated to be robust and seems to be
suitable for all process parameters of the single bead’s
deposition.

4.5 Applications of the improvement strategy

In the fabrication of thin-wall (single-bead multi-layer)
parts by WAAM, the height deviation caused by the ignition
and extinction of the arc at the two ends of the part
needs to be eliminated [12]. As illustrated in [23], an
alternating direction path (adjacent layers are deposited in
opposite directions) is employed to make the hump at the
beginning part and the crater at the end part compensate
for each other. With the standard mode of the CMT set at
WFSs=7.5 m/min and T Ss=13.00 mm/s, a 10-layer thin-
wall part was manufactured using an alternating direction

Effec�ve length=100.00 mm
10 mm

a) Without improvement strategy b) With improvement strategy

Effec�ve length=86.21 mm
10 mm

Fig. 13 Multi-pass claddings with deposition length of 100 mm



path, the deposition length being 100 mm for each layer.
However, as presented in Fig. 12(a), this method can not
improve the height errors very well at the two ends of
the wall. Both ends are lower than the middle part due to
the accumulated craters at the end of the beads, which are
not fully compensated for. Compared to the mean height
of the middle part (Hmiddle), the part’s maximum absolute
deviation of the height is more than 2.2 mm at the edge. The
effective height of the wall (determined by the minimum
height in the deposition length) is 17.52 mm. With the
same deposition path and parameters, another thin-wall part
was deposited using the improvement strategy. Figure 12b
shows the part and the corresponding height measurement.
It can be observed that the height deviations at the two ends
are significantly reduced: the maximum absolute height
deviation is smaller than 0.9 mm and the effective height
is increased to 19.95 mm. Therefore, it can be confirmed
that the accuracy of the geometry of the thin-wall part is
improved by employing the strategy at the beginning and
end parts of the beads.

The improvement strategy was also applied in multi-
pass cladding, where a consistent bead geometry should
be maintained [24]. With WFSs=9 m/min and T Ss=13.33
mm/s, a 17-pass cladding was manufactured by the standard
mode of the CMT: each pass was deposited in the same
direction, and the deposition length was fixed at 100 mm.
Figure 13a shows the resulting cladding. A stable geometry
was achieved in the first 86.21 mm of the cladding, but the
end part can not be considered as an effective cladding due
to the lower and irregular cladding height. Then the same
cladding was deposited with the improvement strategy, this
is presented in Fig. 13b: the end part of the cladding
is uniformly compensated to enhance the stability of the
height, thus a regular geometry is obtained over the whole
length of the deposition.

It should be noticed that the developed strategy has not
been applied to other material (wire and substrate), which
could be a good point of the future work.

5 Conclusions

An improvement strategy was developed to deal with the
geometric irregularities at the beginning and end parts of the
bead in cold metal transfer (CMT)-based wire-arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM). Based on experimental tests, the
improvement of the geometric accuracy has been verified on
single beads, a thin-wall part, and a multi-pass cladding with
the same strategy. The following conclusions can be drawn:

In the standard mode of CMT, compared to the stable
geometry at the middle part of the bead, the geometric errors
of the height at both the beginning and end parts (> 11%)
are more significant than the geometric errors of the width

(< 6%); the end part’s height error is particularly severe (=
18% in the presented case).

The experimental results indicate that a special 2-step
mode of CMT can not help enhance the dimensional
stability at the beginning and end parts of the bead. But in
the developed strategy, a gradual decrease of the travel speed
(TS) from a higher value is adopted at the beginning part
of the bead, and an extra return path with an additional arc
holding time is taken to improve the geometry at the end
part of the bead. The integration of the CMT process with
an industrial robot makes the control of the TS and path in
the improvement strategy more accurate and convenient.

The improvement strategy has been tested in the
deposition of single beads with different combinations of
the process parameters. The strategy is found to be able to
ensure dimensional stability at both the beginning and end
parts of the different beads (maximum geometric error <

8% for both width and height), the end part’s height errors
are limited to less than 7.1%.

The improvement strategy was also applied to the
manufacturing of a thin-wall part and a multi-pass cladding.
The measurement data in experiments has shown that the
geometric accuracy is improved in both cases.
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